Formation of the Conducting Filament in TaO x-Resistive Switching Devices by Thermal-Gradient-Induced Cation Accumulation.
The distribution of tantalum and oxygen ions in electroformed and/or switched TaO x-based resistive switching devices has been assessed by high-angle annular dark-field microscopy, X-ray energy-dispersive spectroscopy, and electron energy-loss spectroscopy. The experiments have been performed in the plan-view geometry on the cross-bar devices producing elemental distribution maps in the direction perpendicular to the electric field. The maps revealed an accumulation of +20% Ta in the inner part of the filament with a 3.5% Ta-depleted ring around it. The diameter of the entire structure was approximately 100 nm. The distribution of oxygen was uniform with changes, if any, below the detection limit of 5%. We interpret the elemental segregation as due to diffusion driven by the temperature gradient, which in turn is induced by the spontaneous current constriction associated with the negative differential resistance-type I- V characteristics of the as-fabricated metal/oxide/metal structures. A finite-element model was used to evaluate the distribution of temperature in the devices and correlated with the elemental maps. In addition, a fine-scale (∼5 nm) intensity contrast was observed within the filament and interpreted as due phase separation of the functional oxide in the two-phase composition region. Understanding the temperature-gradient-induced phenomena is central to the engineering of oxide memory cells.